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never be filled by another class. The geniality
and good will displayed by it, as a whole, made
for its m embers firm friends every where. 'We
shall miss them in all the college interests,—
in athletics, in literary - work, in the societies,
and especially,in that jovial, social intercourse
which college men enjoy among themselves.
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ESPECIALLY does the present Senior class
realize the loss which the college sustained
when '84 left us. Few in numbers, it has been
called upon to take up burdens w hich have hitherto rested upon the shoulders of classes more
than twice as large. With what success it may
carry these burdens, time alone can tell. But it
is a noticeable fact that dignities well become it ,
and that when ' i t comes to downright, solid
work '85 is all O. K. Its members recognize
the fact that upon their united efforts depend
the success of nearly every college enterprise , .
but they do not lose sight of the fact that they
must have the heart y co-operation and aid of
,
the rest of the college.

ANOTHER squad of recruits has com e to
re-inforce our broken ranks. Class of '88,
we give you a hearty welcome. We extend
to you the right hand of college fellowship.
Your entrance has been very auspicious. You
3 have an advantage " in size which has been de4 nied to some of your predecessors. Don't lose
' 5
this advantage. Let every member make up
6
7 his mind that he (or she) has come to stay.
8 You all are, or should be , here for a purpose.
8 Let that purpose be a, good one, and, above all
11
manifest. Show yourselves men in
12 else, let it be
13 every sense of the word . You will , soon learn
13 th .at a man 's work will be expected from you.
LITERARY NOTICES.
15
Do it well, and do it always. But remember that
it is not to be forever struggling for that relic
THE S A N C T U M .
•
^
of barbarism, the much sought X.,, but rat h er t o
EXPERIENCE has proved to us that, we ear nest ly strive to gain the object for which'
, , pan never know the real value of,a thing you bent your steps hither. And what was that
lentil we lose it. The class of '84 has left va- obj ect? Was it t o o utst r ipvttie resti of your
. cant, a large place in our college life , wh ich ban class in the ability and willin^iiess t q ^ p lug "
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and "dig " ? Or. was it to gain, by honest endeavor, a training which would best fit you for
the active duties of after life ? Decide this
question now, and when, at last, your ju dgment
has given its verdict, stick to it—until you see
sufficient reasons for a change.
HERE are associations of v arious sorts in
T college wh ich merit the consideration of
the entering class. Probably the majority of
the members of the Freshman class will receive
invitations from one or another of the Greek
letter fraternities. Our, advice to the m is, by
all means to jo in some society, if they can.
They are -here to "reap all the advantages of a
college course, and this they cannot do without
becoming a member of some association of this
sort. It gives a man the benefit of social intercourse with warm and hear ty friends, and will
never deprive him of the friendship of those
who would be friends under other circumstances.
But there are other associations representing interests full y as important as these. For four
years past , Colby has acquitted herself nobly
on the diamond , and we are all proud of it.
But this success has been due, in a great
measure , to the strong and efficient organization
which has backed up and encouraged our splendid nines ; and so, let every Freshman decide
at once that it is his duty to join the Base-Bal l
Association. After he has done this , let him
remember the Reading-Room , the Athletic Association , and the Echo, with his money and
influence.
»

¦

P E were glad to notice, on our return , that

proposed grand stand for the base-ball grounds.
This would be a source of income to the Association, and would avoid the use of the recitation-room settees for a purpose for. which they
were never designed. By all means let us have
a grand stand.
seems as if the most enthusiastic admirers
IT
of the co-educational system must have
their enthusiasm increased by the extraordinary
success it is meeting with here. If the proportion of the fair sex continues to increase they
will soon cease to be the exception , and become
the rule. However , this is as it should be. If
co-education is a settled fact, and we presume it
is, it should be fully realized as soon as possible.
And it never can be fully realized until steps
are taken to give the girls the benefit of all the
advantages which the boys enjoy.
OUR dut y would be only partiall y done , if
no mention was made of the unusual ,prosperity and brilliant future prospects of the college. Better arrangements , are being perfected
for furnishing books for the library ; there are
strong reasons for hop ing that Coburn Hall
will soon have its capacity and convenience
more than doubled ; the observatory has been
repaired and proper means of approach provided ; and the whole institution shows some
mild signs of improvement and progress. " Let
the good work go on."
WHERE is the annual " rope-pull"? Are
we to be deprived of about the only ,
thing we have had to break the monotony of
our existence ? Is it at last decided that the
p hysical organization of man cannot stand the
. strain of a three minutes' pull on a rope ? If
so, what are the reasons ? Does fear of defeat
prevent both parties from issuing a challenge ?
We hope not. There should be a better reason
th an that for breaking through the bounds of an
old and firmly-established custom.

W several mucli j -needed improvements had
Seen made around the campus. While we feel
dul y grateful for the advantages which we alread y enjoy, we would beg leave to suggest that
there are some things remaining, still, which
might be improved. One of the most noticeable of these is the water supply. Ii spite of
proof to the contrary, experience ' has taught
that the use of the water, at present furnished?
for drinking purposes, is almost invariably fol- AND now a word about the Eoho. Every
one should remember that without the
lowed by disastrous results. Cannot something
be done ? A new well would be better than hearty, earnest; aid of the college at large, as
nothing, and might fur ni sh, for a time, water w ell as of t h e alumn i and o t her friends , the
that would be, at l eapt , decent. Another thing editors can do practically nothing. , Articles of
which ough t to receive especial attention, is th e I a literarv character ^re solicited from all,iftnd

especially from the active members of the college. The value of the other departments ,
especially the " Personals," would also be greatly
enhanced by such aid. Give it to us, and we
will do our best to make the Echo a credit to
the university.
SPECIAL attention is called to the comE^> munication regarding the Young Men's
Christian Association . This is an organization
which merits the interest of every one. Any
information concerning it will be given by the
President, Mr. B. S. Annis.
A ND now, subscribe for the Echo.

LITERARY.
•
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GENIUS AND WORK .
OST great men are spoken of as possessM ing some peculiar power which has
made them pre-eminent , and to which we give
the name of genius. . But if we consider the
lives of these men , and the deeds which have
made them illustrious, we shall find that their
genius was united with another element ' which;
in many cases, was the more powerful of the
two, and that to which, more than anything
else, they owed their superiority.
There can be no doubt that men are endowed with different talents, and that to some
are given faculties of a much higher order than
to others. The few begin the battle of life
. with intellectual powers and abilities far above
the majority - of men. But is this all that is
needed ? Is there no other force which is
within the reach of all, and which makes the
struggle of life more equal as well as more
hopeful ? If not , then the greater part of mankind are left without encouragement and without motive. Their talents are greatly inferior
to those of their more fortunate companions ,
and jud ged by them alone, we should say they
were sure to be left far behind in the great
competition of life .
•'
' '
< But this is not all. We were not endowed
so unequall y an d th en lef t wi th o ut hope of
, improving our condition. There is another
force which enters into all tr ue greatness, and
¦tends -to equalize the talents of men. That
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force \B- work. However high talents a person
may possess, they will be of no advantage to
him unless he works them. Indolence is impotence. Unworked talents are powerless talents.
Great achievement is the result of great effort.
Success is the reward of toil. Every man's
future , then , lies to a great extent in his own
hands. The curse of the poor man is not so
much his poverty as his distrust. Let him use
the power he has, in manly and courageous
stru ggle. Let him work vigorously and persistently, and the heavens will sooner or later
Ismile on his toil.
Genius is very much like the kite, which
possesses certain necessary qualities for making
lofty fli ghts, but before it does any flying some
one must run with the string ;- so with genius.
It has certain capacities for soaring into lofty
and sometimes unexp lored fields of thought,
far above the range of common minds ; but
before it will do this, its possessor must run
with the string ; alone it is helpless. Work
must be done or genius is powerless.
. As the arm , by continual exercise* is
strengthened and made eq u al to heavy tasks,
but left unused will soon wither and lose all
power ,—so the mind , when properly worked,
grows in strength , until it is able to endure
long and severe strains and to accomplish great
results , but left unused , not only fails to gain
power, but loses that which it once had. Power
is increased by the exercise of power.
Indeed , no great production exists that does
not bear upon itself the impress of severe and
persistent work ; and the greater the production , the more clearly does this mark reveal
itself. No one can read Milton 's sublime epic
without feeling that its author was not only, a
man of genius, but also a man of work ; for
those grand conceptions could not be the chance
product of an idle brain. As you stand before
one of the splendid paintings of Raphael , in
which not only the form , but even the various
passions are so accurately portrayed that you
can almost feel their influence * you know that
you have before you the result, not of genius
alone, but of genius combined with work. •
Genius is not uncommon ; we meet it every
day. But the truly great man is a ve ry unusual
produ cti o n , and th at, because the majority of
those who are endowed with genius, make the
great , mistake of thinking that greatness is as-

with an interest that never flagged. Except a
slight reaction since the author's death , serving •
only to establish his reputation on a more in telligent basis, this enthusiasm has been maintained
to the present day.
Nor is the admira tion for Dickens confined
to any one country or class. His fame is coextensive with civilization. All grades of intelligence and refinement , from .the street arab
to the queen on the throne, have read and admired - his stories. When then , in connection
with these facts, we consider that Dickens has
represented in his fictions over fourteen hundred different personages , and that the careful
reader becomes as thoroughl y acqu ainted with
his characters as if he hadx been intimately associated with so many living beings, for the
same length of time, we see how impossible it
is to form any just conception of the extent of
his influence on the world.
In reference to this influence the question
naturall y arises : What are the q ualities of the
writer's genius, which have enabled him thus to
sway the thoug hts and feelings of millions ?
There can be little doubt in the mind of a
reader of Dickens,- that one of these qualities
was his extraordinary powers of observation.
Deprived in youth-of what is usually -termed tin . ,
education , nothing but the keenest and most
persistent observation could have fitted him so
admirabl y for his life-work . No circumstance
escaped his attention. The minutest detail of
every scene and every phase of character was
stamped on his brain with the precision of photography; and every one of this vast multitude of objects was stored in a mind so method- ,
ical in its action , that each could be brought
into use at the instant when it was wanted.
In addition to this, Dickens possessed an
imagination so bright and forceful as to vivif y
THE INFLUENCE OF DICKENS.
inanimate objects with the greatest , facility.
THE fame of Charles Dickens was so sud- Indeed , such were his imaginative powers that
denly established, his genius attracted so he regarded the creatures of his brain more as
immediate and so universal admiration , that his material beings than as vision ary objects ; and
appearance .before the literary world may be he lived among them with a sense of com- '
compared to that of ; a new comet suddenly panionship, and a feeling not unlike affection.
flashing into the sky; but unlike the comet, he In the preface to one of his works: he remarks,
was not destined suddenly kfdisappear, perhaps that no one could believe the narrative in .the
never to be heard from again. From the time reading more than be had believed it tin the ,:
¦: ' : " ¦ ¦ ¦ .' . • ; "; ' : . ; , ; ,, ;' ¦ j ;.^b >> ;>. .
his first "Sketches ' • were given to the world, Writ ing. ¦ '.
;:
But even these marvelous powers are - .not
each ' succeeding work : in its turn was sought
after with ant ever-increasing curiosity, and rea d suffi cient of' themselves to secure feme to a

sured to them,- and that all they have to do is
to accept it when it comes.
-Poe had splendid talents , and might, had he
used them , produced works which would have
commanded the- homage of a grateful world ,
but he did not work , and so his productions are
but the shadows of what they oug ht to have
been.
Goldsmith was endowed with extraordinary
genius, and yet those productions of his, which
have stood the winnowing of time, are those,
and only those, on which he put incessant labor.
His unlabored works, although writte n at a
time when his powers were at their best, have
sunk into oblivion.
You visit a city of the old world, and some
vast cathedral will rise before you, with its lofty
towers that divide the clouds and p ierce , like
mountain peaks , the heavens wi th its grand old
arches that seem to span a continent , every line
and every curve reflecting the symmetry and
beauty of consummate art , and you exclaim :
"How grand the genius that called into existence so sublime a structure !" You forget that
. no genius ever told that ancient architect that
each arch must be of just such a curve, each
pillar just so large , to sustain the weight imposed upon it, and that they must stan d in just
such relations to each other to obtain the most
beautifu l effect. He had to stud y other structures and to observe nature. His genius had to
be backed and supported by work , and that
hard Work.
All acknowledge that genius j s a glorious
thing. But the man who, by slow and constant
. work, arrives at the same, height as the man of
genius, by little or no work, is the nobler of the
two. " For strength of mind is exercise, not
rust."
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writer. ' Th ey must he supplemented by an
equ al power of expression. Here, perhaps ,
more than anywhere else, the- fine art of Dickens is m anifest. Even the exaggerations in the
traits of his characters are an exhibition of consummate skill. He employs this device for the
same purpose, and with much the same result , as
does the actor who exaggerates ; gesture, voice,
or traits of character in order to produce the
desired impression on his audience. The result
of these combined powers is to make the ordinary reader of Dickens see and hear much more
than he would if actually present at the scenes
described. . .
-When we consider further that Dickens
was endowed with a sense of the humorous and
the pathetic far above the average of men , and
that he clothes his conceptions in language ex; actly adapted to the capacity of the mass of
readers, is it any wonder that he holds a power
over the minds of men such as few, if any, besides him have been privileged to hold ?
But we ar e m et by the further inquiry :
What has been the result of Dickens ' work ?
Has he made the world better and happier or
the reverse ? An author 's individu ality may be
nowhere felt in his writi n gs, b ut it is imp ossible
th a t the tendency of his writings should be
u n aff ected by his character. Dickens was unive r sally known as a geni al, whole-souled p hilanth r op ist. Sym pathetic and charitable , he never
could be at his ease while any around him were
unhappy. Accordingly no on&>can fail to note
t he tendency in his writi n gs to promot e practical
benevolence. The unfortunate victims of untoward ci rcumstances or a vicious system are
repeatedl y brought to our attention and our
sympathies demanded in their behalf. Indeed ,
in at least one of his works, an intentional
reformatory purpose is plainly visible. It is a
significant fact that the work succeeded in destroy ing the abuse aimed at.
The two objections most derogatory to Dickens' works which we have to encounter are that
¦
•• ** many of his characters are low and vicious,"
<arid that "he has failed to inculcate the principles of Christianity." The answer; to the firs t
• may be summed up in the author 's own words :
¦vTb 'at a lesson of the purest good may be
drawn from the vilest evil." It is true that he
! has: given : us many pictures of vice, but always
painted m such :a light as. to.make j t repulsive

rather than attractive. As to the second , we
have his own declarations as well as the record
of his life as evidence that he had great reverence for the, Christian reli gion. It is to be
regretted that he has not emphasized more its
importance. Still, it cannot be denied that his
writings tend to keep us back from what is vile
and false and to dra w us strongly toward what
is pure and true and of good report. Such an
influence can never be antagonistic to Christianity.
SONG OF THE FBESHMAN.
•
?
A tired Freshman thin and weak ,
I .sit and plug away at OS-reek.
My student lamp is burning low
As the weary hours come and go •
An atmosphere of chill and gloom
Pervades this boxed-il p body room
And makes it seem a living tomb,
Or th at th e '¦' Prisoners of Chillon " ;
In some past age had come and gone
And left their impress on this floor
Those gloomy walls and shaky door , ' . . Which for to ventilate , no doubt , "
Some Soph has kicked the panel out;
Or it may be 'twas only done
To give the Soph a llfctl e fun
In plying his hydraulic gun.
For very often when at work.
I start up sudden wi th a jerk,
.• '
And lo 1 I'm in a watery realm , '
It patters on my cerebellum
And then, so chilling so malign-,
Meanders calmly down ray spine.

•

The Seniors, dignified and grave,
Maj estically stalk the pave,
Tho Juniors sweep along the way
. Almost as dignified as they,
The Sophomore jol ly, light and gay,
Tre ads with a ditty in his throat ,
A squirt-gun hidden 'neath his coat ;
And yaggers unmolested go
About the campus to and fro .
But , ah I whene'er I pass along
A Fresh, a Freshy is the song
And from each window light and free
The plashing torrents pour on me.
And Sam will grumble day by day
Because I wear tho grass away
In walking distant from the balls "
Where showering limpid water falls. "¦"
0 1 If that janitor but knew
What 'tis to feel the sprinkling dew, '
To jum p whene'er h o leaves a door,. s
He wouldn't grumble any more.
I laid some apples by one day

'

(

To cheer me as I toiled away,
But Sophomore robbers found my store,
I never saw those apples more.
And if , to cure the stomach ache
I get rne something good to take,
As Paul says, "for the stomach's sake,"
And lay it by, with greatest care,
When next 3 look it isn't there.
Thus every pleasur e, every joy
Is taken fro m the Freshman boy.
i

•

0 ! h ast en on ye h appy day

When Freshman terrors pass away
A n d with th e envied ex it o'er
A wild and dashing Sophomore
I'll wake the echoes of the plain
And be a somebody again.
ARTISTIC PROFANITY.
THERE have been all sorts of definitions of
man—a cooking animal , a tool-makinganimal, a laughing, playing, clothes-wearing
animal, etc. I do not know that he has ever
been defined as a swearing animal .
" Cats swear," do you say ? So t hey do.
But this is not the spe ci es of profanity to which
1 wish more p articularly to refer. The peculiar
sound emitted by an infuriated feline is for an
intimidating effect I fancy, coup led , I s u pp ose,
w ith the de sir e of enc o urag ing itself. The
Gre ek pean pr o babl y i s the m ost evol v ed f orm
this sound has taken amongst men ; whether or
not Scotch military bag-pi pes ar e a n exa mple of
retrogression , I am afraid to conjecture.
No ; the prof anity I mean is—ahem 1 is—
Exactly 5 that is the kind of thing I mean.
I confess to a secret liking for a%,occasional
coruscation of profanity. Not the incessant
scintillation with which the French are wont to
brig hten their conversation. Much less the
pale , colorless, lambent , but , at the same time ,
very much more sulphurous flame which Germans so constantly enkindle 5 but an occasional
downright lightning flash—i n short, a "Bi g,
big D."
I venture to think I am not peculiar in this.
Indeed , I am sure I, am not , for a somewhat
laug hable incident I pnce saw gave me excellent
proof of the existence in others of this exquisite
relish for such sort of (doubtless, from a Puritanical point of view , reprehensible) ejaculation ,
aud also a recognition of the supposed viciousness of such relish. It was at the representation
of " Our American Cousin." Sothern was act-

ing. In a box sat a portl y, very portly matron,
and her two daughters. At every repetition of
Dundreary 's inimitable assertion that somebody
or other was a—some sort of—fool , the jolly
looking mother was convulsed with uncontrollable laughter. It was deli gh tful to see. Even
to this day I cannot tell which amuses me.more ;
the remembrance of D undreary 's profanity , or
the p icture of that fat, comfortable looking fi gure leaning back in the chair and heaving up
and down till, throug h want of breath and a
profusion of tears, the poor old lady was completely exhausted . It was, however, different
with her daughters. The younger of the two
—an extremely refined looking young lady, who
appeared as if she had but recentl y left school
—not yet accustomed apparently to the thorough*.
control of her emotions, hastily withdre w her •
face .behind the curtains, but not before it had
been visibly suffused with futile attempts at
an appearance of impassivity. On the elder
daughter 's face certainly not a muscle moved ;
but the self-control was so apparen t, t h at I
would have wagered heavil y that, at the beforegoing-to-bed chat with her sister,' when awav
from all restraining influences , and divested of
her (perhaps impeding) opera dress, etc., she,
too, wou ld give vent to the heartiest screams.
I mu st say t h a t thi s scene gr ea tl y comforted
me. I concluded that it was not the viciou sness of my ch ar ac ter , nor the vul garity of my
tast es, th at impelled m e to delight in this—so
generall y termed—shocking mode of expression , and I ca me to the conclusion that , in
certain cases, profanity was artistic. Hencef orw ard the strai ght-laced may condemn , the
(p seudo-) cultured may disappr ove , but I shall
strongly and unhesitatingly assert, th at an
infrequent use of the milder and more harmless
forms of imprecation is not onl y all owabl e and
legitimate, but cons onant with the hi ghest
decrees of th e highest art.
T put great stress, mind you , upon the mildness and the rari ty. It should be like a single
olive in a sumptuous banquet, or a discordant
note in a symphony. The older dramatists
indulged in it 'to an extent intolerable to
nineteenth century ears. , Fluelleh and j ftfacmorris are fe arful sinners in this respect (1)—I
do not care to reproduce their exp letives, even .v
as clothed in the Cimbrian dialect. The rule of
art is a moving rule. ; We have grown fastidious
v
nowadays.
. '. 1

Th ere are, boweVer, two modern instances
which recur at the moment to my mind , which
seem to me conclusively to point to a justification
of my position. One is in Disraeli's " Yenetia."
At the critical point of the plot, where the
Countess enters Lord Cadurcis's room in boy 's
apparel, the latter, on recognizing her , ejaculates
" Gertrude , by—." If I remember rightly, this
is thev only example of such an expression in the
whole book ; it certainl y has a most powerful
effect. The other occurs in a novel of the name
of "Foul Play. Here again , at the instant of
the catastrop he, an old salt comes out with
" Scuttled, by—," and this is equall y effective.
It was at first difficult to reconcile this view
with the high moral character which, I felt
convinced , all art should bear ; for , although
disagreeing with Ruskin when he says that two
of the functions of art are to " enforce the
religion of men," and to " perfect their ethical
state," (2) yet I believe with Goethe that " a
good work of art may and will have good moral
results." (3) Is this compatible with the use
of profanity ? That is the question. I say yes ;
and on these grounds: It is often but a meaningless ejaculation , and as long as the exp r ession
is in harmony with the character of the person
utteri ng it, everyth ing is in congruity. This is
a great consideration. Unparliamentary language fr om fai r femini n e lips would be unbearable—is impossible. Eve n from such language
as uttered by those in a lower station in life—
e.g. : the proverbial fish-wife-—we instinctively
recoil. It is almost painful even to read some
of the more racy conversations of Hostess
Quickly and Doll Tearsheet.
But , secondly, even where profanity ri ses
above thi s, where it is a sincere and forcibl y
expressed wish that—f or example—the individual addressed might , in some peculiar fashion ,
lose'his eye-sight , or even he hims elf altogether
bodily removed to another and lower sphere of
action , is there not a kind of virtuous ang er that
is hi ghly laudable ; a ri ghteous indi gnation ; a
be-ye-angry-and-sin-not sort of ire that is soothing—not, of course, to the object of one 's wrath ,
but certainly to one's self and ' one 's sympathizers. Undoubtedly.
This being granted , it would be curious to
trace the limits to which we might legitimately
go, in using profanity for artistic effect. As we
increase in fastidiousness and nioeness, we shall

p robably be satisfied with milder and milder
forms . of oaths. Already ' we h ave left a long
way behind phrases which by pur grandfathers
even were .considered permissible and tame.
Indeed it would be instructive to trace the
progress of refinement in the tastes of a people
by an investigation of the variations in the
precatory or imprecatory formulas of its literature. Nevertheless, to whatever lengths we
may hereafter go in this direction, I shall still
maintain that some form or other of the prevailing profanity of the day is perfectly j u stifi able
and artistic.
anon. MY RIVALS.
0 Sun, yester-morning you saw her
My loved one way over the sea, .
And yo u lov ed h er , and thought (well I know it)
To mate her unfaithful to me.
So you threw your warm rays round about her,
Held her long in your loving embrace,
B ut say did she know that you held her ?
Or once look up into your face ?
0 West Wind from over the waters,
Why steal you so hurriedly by?
Yester-noontide you saw iny beloved
And to woo her and win her did try.
And so, as you passed her, you kissed her
On forehead , on lip, and on cheek,
B ut say did she know that you kissed her ? "
Or even one word to thee speak ?
0> Moon , you looked in to her chamber
Last night , as she lay down to rest
And your beams stealing iii at the window
Lay nestling close in her breast,
And you played with her fresh-loosened tresses
And lay on her hrow smooth and fair,
But say, did she know you caressed her ?
Or blush once because you were there ?
O Star, all night long through her window ,
You watched while my little one slept,
, You looked on the Calm, peaceful slumber
By Beauty and Innocence kept ,
And you though t you must surely awake her
So tender your love glances grew ,
But say, did she know you were watching ?
Did she even one dream have of you ?
O Sun , Wind , Moon , Star—I'm not jealous,
Though you all love my loved one, I kno*v,
And though every day you can see her,
¦
While I am forbidden to 'go,
But I know her warm heart true is beating
For one now far over, the sea,
And her glances, her kisses, her blushes,
Her dreams,—they are only for me.
A, H. E., '81.
i
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COMMUNICA TION.
WOULD call the attention of the 'readers of
I the Echo to the work of the Young Men 's
Christian Association. This is a branch of the
inter-collegiate Y. M. C. A. and is thus connected with many oth er similar institutions
- throughout our land. Its meetings here on
Tuesday and Th ursday evenings are interesting
and profitable. Every one should feel an in. terest in them and try to receive the benefit of
them. No distinctions of class should prevent
any one irom taking an active part in the work of the Association. Those who hav e, but
recently come among us may do as much go od
as any if their hearts are with their efforts.
Let us make this work a bond of union , putting us on a common footing and bringing us
all into fellowship with each other.
A MEMBER .

THE
-

CAMPUS.
¦-
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Initium.
New Prof.
Freshmen.
The Arab.
Phenomena.
Improvements.
Where's Rabbit ?
"It 's a pendulum!"
Did you go home to vote ?
A married man among us.
'86 has no co-eds.
" Speak on the tariff or anything."
Tanner of Haverford , '87, has entered '87
at Colby.
Weaver 'of- '82 has been upon the campus
recently.
The Judge and Puch now stand side by side
in the reading-room.
Instructor Bufcterfield has terminated his
labors at Colby.
There is a rumor afloat that we are to have
a foot-ball contest. ' "
The Sophomores are making laudable efforts
to enfor ce t h e prohib ito ry law.
Seven Freshmen are plugging, hoping, and
waiti n g for the Merr i l prize.

As he couldn 't attend both, he said he would
"go to Romeo and let Juliet slide."
Lit is Sam's opinion that some of the campaign papers are worse than " false orders."
Twenty-seven Fi eshmen to be pulled ^-;
twenty-seven Sophomores to pull *emr=No ropepull .
Dow, formerly of '85, and Parmenter, form erl y of '86 , return to continue thei r course
with '87.
Professor Foster is giving Monday morning
lectures on Athenian jurisprudence to the Jun¦ -".
ior class.
The Blaine and Logan Club are having a fat v
time attending rallies and feeding on ham sandwiches and coffee.
Sam traces a resemblance between himself
and Blaine , in that they had a similar experience in getting married.
When the returned missionary spoke of
squirt-gun, he struck a responsive chord in the
heart of every patriotic Sophomore.
The Association has had bound the complete file of the Echo, which was collected last
year by ex-Managing-Editor J. L. Dealing.
Prof. Elder's recitation room in Ooburn
Hall has been frescoed during vacation, making its appearance decidedly more attractive.
By the resignation of Prof. Lyford we are
obliged to count, one back from the date of
making up back work, as laid down in the. catalogue.
A Freshman characterizes the itinerant
band of Sophomores who visited his room at
the beginning of the term, asa " bashful set of
fellows."
The Blaine and Logan Battalion have received their uniforms, and are ; drilling under
Oapt. Goodwin , assisted by Lieutenants Foss
and Small.
Two Juniors who formerly inhabited south,
college, and have this term made the . purchase
of a room in north college, say that there was
literally M millions in it."
' The latest is , a.|letter from the proprietor pf i
the shirt factory , to one of our prospective. , > .
D.D.S, remonstrating with him for . disturbing a
prayer-meeting. .0 temporal 0 mores J
, ;
The various la^n-tennis .clubs have had their
several courts pufyin condition, and are taking »

advantage of the pleasant weather to engage
in that healthful and interesting exercise. •
The original model of Simmons' statue of
• Roger Williams is on its way from Rome, Italy,
to Waterville. Upon' its arrival , it will be
placed in the art collection of the University .
A drain has been laid under the campus,
and next spring we may expect to be able to
cross from the bricks to the station without
danger of being submerged in slush and mud.
A d aily paper has the following somewhat
startling paragraph relating to one of the alumni :
Died in Newcastle, Sept. 16th, Arthur L. Doe
and Iva Carney. "Alas ! how eouldhe die without her!"
Professor (to Soph, of well-known social
proclivities, who is stumbling badly on the pronunciation of "la femme ")— " That means
woman. Be careful or you will get into
trouble."
Rev. Mr. Partrid ge, a graduate of this college, and for twenty years a missionary to
China, gave in the chapel , Sept. 13th , a short
hut v er y interesting lecture on the Chin ese
lang uage.
Both, th e Juni or a n d Sophomore classes return With somewhat smaller numbers than last
year. Of those who have not returned , Bicks m ore , '86, and Brooks, '87, will continue their
course at Amherst.
It has always seem ed as though there w as a
certain , indefinable som ethi n g lacki n g in the
appearance of the town , as repre sented by th e
Farnam painting, which it was impossible to
explain ; but a Sophomore , while gazing at it re- ,
cen tl y, furnished a key to the whole mystery
by rem arking that "Waterville wasn't much of
a place then , as there was no French town at
. til."
It is thoug ht that the Sophs, in their rhetorical discussions will be able t o settle some of
the mooted questions pertaining to the causes
of the deluge ; they have the testimony of
Adam on the subject.
¦
. • The lieutenant of Co. B is very accommodating, and willingly does anythin g possible for
his mien while on the march ; but he wishes it
distinctly understood that there are some things
which every man must do for himself.
, Professor ,Small has the department of Elocution this term. Ij is popularity as a teacher

in this department was evident from the hearty
applause with which the announcement was received on the firs t morning of the term.
Most of the members of '88 have subscribed
to the reading-room and base-ball, but there are
still several who have not given their names to
either. Don't be backward boys, it is something in which every student iri college should
be interested.
A Freshman , while taking his entrance ex- .
aminations, last commencement, was heard anxiously inquiring the meaning of the ter m
" co-ed." From the appearance of the fron t
seats in the Freshman row, we think the question has been full y answered.
The following lines sung by a Junior returning from the rally at Fairfield , are inserted
without comment :
"Jesus, lover of my soul,
Let noe hide myself in Thee."
and a little later :
" Grasshopper sitting on a carpet tack
Picking his teeth with -a railroad track."
A Portl and man , at present a member of
'88, wh ile reading the Oracle of last year , expressed contempt , an d won de r that the members
of a class could get into college , who co uldn 't
find a man who could write a better class history than that of '87.
The college nine has been 02'ganized as follows : Goodwin , '87 , pitcher ; Pulsifer, '88,
catcher ; Put n am , ,'86, 1st base ; Goodwin , '88, •
2d bas e; Boy d, '86, 3d base ; Larrabee , '87,
short stop ; Drumm ond , '88, left field ; Webber,
'86, center field ; Gibbs, '88, right field.
The bulletin-board so long needed has at
length appeared, in the shape of a triangular
box , fastened around one of the trees near south
college. From the number of notices posted
at the beginning of the term, it would seem that
each student was endeavoring to see who could
make the most use of it.
-- The Professor of .History, in his lectures , frequentl y makes use of abbreviations which must
be slightly mi sleading when , a Senior constru es
a sentence on Roman government (gov 't) as
follows : " The Romans believed th&t gout was
the strongest of rulers."
The umbrella stands , the, want of which our
predecessor mourned, so earnestl y and persist*
ently, have been placed in Champlin and Me«
(

morial Halls. And now the solemn umbrella campus, or the one already in use should be so
San stand on its head and weep complacently cleansed of impurities, that the water could be
while its owner goes into recitation for his cus- drank without nauseating one.
tomary flunk, or drowses away a half hour at
The Sophomore-Freshman game of base- ¦•
prayers.
ball which took place on "W ednesday, SeptemIt seems that this year the upperclassmen ber 17th, was the best of the kind witnessed
are not to have the pleasure of witnessing that here for several years. The ' . nines were quite
time-honored contest—th e rope-pull. Advice or evenly matched, and it was by no means plain
comment is needless , but a suggestion that the to which side the victory would probably beexecutive committee of '87 procure a **¦ bag of long. In the first inning the Sophomores were
sand ," and make a judicious distribution of the first at the bat, and were retired without a
same among the members of the class, would score, while in the same inning the Freshmen obbe appropriate here.
tained two ; in the second, both' scored once ; and
Freshmen are supposed to make blunders in the third, the Sophomores scored three times
occasionally, and all mistakes made by them are to the Freshmen once, thus evening the score ;
^
received with a greater degree of allowance than at the end of the fi fth the score stood even
would be granted to o thers. But the man of again. In the remaining four innings, Sopho'88- who carried , his translation into the Greek mori c nerve, assisted by abundant chinning
recitation should understand that an equus is all from upperclassmen, rather than superior skill,
ri ght in itself, but that the Professors consider enabled the Sophomores to secure five addiit a breach of etiquette on the student's part to tional scores, while the Freshmen did not score
bring one into recitation.
once after the fifth , thus deciding the victory
The painting of the outside of the observa- for the Sophomores by a .score of twelve to
tory has greatly imp ro ved its appea r an ce, while seven. Below is the score by inni n gs :
the new carriage road up observatory hill will
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 3 2 1 3 0 2 0—12
doubtless be a boon to the Seniors , wh o hereto- Sophomores
"
•
. :... 2 1 1 0 3 0 0 0 0—7
for e hav e been obliged to reach the observatory Freshmen
by climbing up a road much resembling a sheepTh r oug h the kindness of Prof. Foster we
path., The astronomical instruments have also are enabled to give the names and residences
* been re-adjusted by Prof. Capen.
of the members of the Freshman class : ' .
:
Mercer.
An Aroostook itin erant , who has been
Charles Kelsey Allen
r . .Turner.
preaching during vacation in an up-country Edward Park Barrel!.
Wintbrop.
village , returned at the o pe ni n g of the t er m Albion Hale Brai nard
¦William Morse Cole
Portl and.
fully equipped with an old a rmy m usket and Bertha Crocker.
Hyannls, Mass.
all the accoutrements for successfully working
Waterville.
Albert Poster Drummond
the same. Th ere is an old story of the small Mary Edith Parr .
Waterville.
Newport , N. H.
boy who kept the congregation awake with a Lillian Fletcher
.Newport
Fletcher.....
, N. H.
Henry
—
pop-gun, but neither hist ory nor tr adition furnish
,
Waterville.
Solomon Gallert—
another.instance of an army musket used for
,N*
. Livermore.
Emery Benton Gri ubs
any such purpose.
Waterville.
Charles Fechem G-oodale
'
It was a Freshman, whom an upperclassrnan William Parker Goodwin
Skowhegan .
East Madison.
Carrie Evelyn Hall
had told that some of the Faculty were in the
.
Holbrook
Hallowell .
Pliny
Benjamin
habit of betting occasionall y on college games,
-.Halldwoll,
Carl Edward Holbrook. *
, who during the first of the class game thought
.Jefferson.
Howes
Martin Stillman
his favorite Prof, should be there to "rake in
.Beebe Plain , P. Q.
Addison Benjamin Lorimer
the shekels," by betting on the Freshmen. ,
—Portland.
Henry Herbert Mathews.
Waterville.
Mathews
Fault-finding is without doubt objectionable, Edgar Clarence
.£
Augusta. v
"Wilfred John Meader
yet ju stifiable in sono$ oases , and it is but just
.Fairfield.
'William Willis Merrill
that t the students should hav e some means of Charles Hbvoy Pepper. ...... .Waterville. '
procuring water suitable for drinking purposes. John Lyman Pepper.... ............. Norridgewook ,
Either a new well should be sunk on the Henry Charles Prince...................Buokfleld.

.......... Auhurn.
James Augustus Pulsifer
'...........
.Portland.
John Abisha Shaw
Bangor.
Walter Dudley Stewart...
.Moscow.
Walter Breasier Suckling
Sanbornton , N. H.
Koyal Jeremiah Tilton
.Sidney.
John Freeman Tilton
Skowhegan.
Abram Wyman
SPECIAL COUESE.

Hattie Edith Merrill.

OUR

Dover.
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EXCHANGES.
e
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One of last year 's editors once told us that
the Echo's exchanges numbered about a hundred , and we thought what a soft time the
Exchange Editor must have with so many
papers to cli p from. But now , as we behold
our editorial table almost as bare as the classic
cupboard so often alluded to, we are inclined to
think differently.
Colby begins her year—unfortunatel y for
this department—-earlier by several weeks than
do most colleges, and while the Campus man is
just re veling in material of the freshest kind we
are ' obliged to p u t up wi th wh at is ra th er the
worse for age.
There is considerable diversity of op inion as
to wh a t the Ex change Depar tm en t sh ould be
and how it may be the m ost pr ofi tably conducted. W e think it should consist of criticisms
to show our br other edit ors t hat we do read
their p ap ers, but that for the most part it should
contai n news and items from other colleges, and
so be made to have some degree of interest for
every student. And in the future we shall endeavor as far as we are able to carry out our
ideas on this subject.
The Commencement .Number of the Bowdoin Orient shall have first mention. This
number contains considerable that is of interest
outside the records of commencement week.
Bowd oin complains in a long editorial of her ,
hard luck in the Saratoga races. She was unfortunate , decidedly,, and cann ot be blamed for
feeling disappointed. It may not be out of
place to give a few of the facts as stated there.
Owing to the roughness of the water the race
was postponed from Friday, the 4th of July,
till the follo wing Monday. Even then the
water was far from smooth, but , as the other
crews did nob wish-the race delayed longer,
Bowdoi n did not object and lots were drawn for

positions. Bowdoin obtained the place farthest
out in the lake where the water was roughest.
This decision of chance was rather hard, considering the fact that their new shell had a few
days previous been sprung entirely out of shape.
In spite of all this Bowdoin took a good position from the start and was in a fair way to
keep the honors won the year before , when an
excursion steamer, in ord er to give its passengers a better vie w, steamed across her course
giving her the full benefit of its wash. . The
crew saved their shell from swamp ing but were
so hindered that their time was not kept.
Bowdoin has our sympath y and we hope that
next year she will show what she can do on the
water with a fair chance.
Another paper that came while we were
enjoying our vacation is the College /Speculu m
from the Michi gan State Agricultural College.
On the very first page we find an attack on the
marking system in colleges. We will take the
liberty to quote a few. sentences :
u How well can the accomplished reciter tell by the
varied expression of an enthusiastic professor's face
whether his answer be right or wrong, and thus quickly
change a negative to an affirmative answer. How well
does he frame replies to the repeated questions, and
the unguarded statements of a too zealous instructor .
It is often seen , too, that a well prepared lesson receives a low mark , simply because that fine art, reciting, has been neglected , or perhaps embarrassment
may have clouded the mind j ust at the time when
clear thinking is most needed. It is thus the power of '
reciting, rather than a knowledge of facts , that res
cei ves best reward ." j
While a prof essor may be and doubtless often
is misled by one proficien t in this "ar t of reciting "
we do not think the greatest inj ustice of the system lies here , for on e cannot make an "excellent" reci tation withoutsom e considerable knowled ge of the lesson. What we do object to is
that the professor shall extend his jurisdic tion
too far outside his own class-room. What does,
it matter to the professor if the student spends .
a good portion of his time elsewhere than in
his room , provided his lessons are well prepared I
Wh y should a man who plays on the nine, for
instance , receive a lower mark than another inferior in scholarshi p who" has not the ability to
win honors on the diamond 1 In our op inion ,

the man who can distinguish himself out of the

class-room, and at the same time maintai n a
hi gh degree of scholarship in it is the more deserving of credit. While absolute justice can

*

The annual foot-b all game between the
Sophomore and Freshman classes occurred the
18th, and was won by the former in four rushes.
Time of game thirty minutes.
Amherst :
Amherst is rejoicing over the abolition of
the Sunday afternoon church service.
The Amherst Student says : " Last Monday
ni ght (Sept. 15th) occurred the first rush' of the
season and , for the first time, there co uld be no
doubt as to the result. After a well-contested
rush the class of '49 bore away the cane."
The new gymnasium is 120 x 80 feet and ,
with all its equipments, costs about $88,000.
It is now practically finished , with the exception of the basement, and when completed will
be, it is said, trie finest gymnasium in the world;

never be obtained in ranking, yet it would be
an enormous stride' towards it to abolish such
unjust discriminations as are now too often made.
One of the latest arrivals is the University
Press , from the University of Wisconsin , a
paper published weekly. .Noticing on the first
page that there were ten literary editors we
were somewhat surprised to find that of its
eight pages onl y one was devoted to the " Literary," but as we learn from an editorial—of
which there are a goodly number—that changes
are soon to be made for the ,better under its
present board of editors, we will refrain from
further remarks. However, we ' would suggest
that a thirty-two page monthl y or even a sixteenpage bi-weekly would be more pleasing to
students and alumni in general than an eightpage weekly.

IN

GENERAL .

The Freshman class at Williams numbers 55.
OUR NEIGHBORS.
Ninety-eight men have entered the Freshman class at Dartmouth.
HARVARD.
There are 104 college , graduates in the .
Harvard has at present 148 electives.
The average standing of the forty-eight present House of Representatives.
Out of the nearly 1,500 students at Oberlin
girls in the annex is higher than that of the
last year only one took the scientific course.
men in the university.
Of the 37 graduates at West Point this year,
Out of the ei ghteen graduates since 1881
who now hold prominent positions on various 17 are sons , nephews, or other relatives of army
newspapers, thirteen were formerly on the staff or navy officers;
There are sixteen fraternities represented in
of some, one of the college publications. .
No man is alio.wed to compete in athletic the . University of Virginia—the largest number
';
contests until he has undergone a p hysical ex- at any one college in the country.
The Dartmouth Freshmen and Sophomores
amination by Dr. Sargent, the gymnasium in- i
have been requested by the Trustees and FacA> :
structor.
YALE.
ulty to abstain from cane rushes.
Yale opened on the**18th, one week later
The oldest universi ty student at Berlin , and
than usual on account of the shortening of the probably in the world , is 69 years of age. The
oldest at Notr e Dam e University is 56.
spring vacation.
An endeavor is being made among the stuOf ei ght of the leading colleges in the
dents to have the study of Greek made optional. United States, the University of Pennsylvania
The present Freshman class numbers only is the only one which advocates protection.
At Amherst and Kenyon , students who ob120.
In the past eight years Yale has graduated tain an average rank of 75 per cent, are excused
946 free-traders and 841 protectionists.
from examination on that subject at the end of
About a hundred tennis courts are used by the term.
The attendance at Ann Arbor, last year, was
college men.
&
BOWDOIN.
1554 ; at Columbia, 1520 ; at Harvard , 1522 • at
The fall term opened on the 15th. Twenty- Oberlin , 1474 ; at Yale, 1070 ; at University of
eight Freshme n were pr esent , and more are ex- Pennsylvania, 1044, pected.
The library at Columbia has been open all
Prof. A; .SL Packard, for sixty-five years summer , from early morning till ten at nighV
one of Bowdoin 's ablest instructors, died at for . the benefit of t hose who w ishe d to" con tinue
;
Squirrel Island on the 18th of July.
their studies during the vacation. " ; / ' — /'-;; '.* ;''"/ ¦- ¦
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.'.., .-:-. From the annual catalogue of the University
of Virginia, recently issued, it appears that
courses of instruction are given in six different
departments : literary, scientific, medicine , law,
engineering, and agriculture. There are altogether nineteen distinct " schools," each affording an independent course under a professor
who gives instruction and , conducts examinations and is alone respons ible for its system and
methods. D uring the last session, the sixtieth ,
• the total attendance has been 298, distributed
as follows : academic (literary and scientific),
167 ; medicine, 41; law , 100 ; engineering, .20 ;
agriculture, lb.—Fortnightly Index.

THE W A S T E - B A S K E T .
—:

a

;

Professor— "Mention an oxide. " Student—
" Leather." Professor— " Oxide of w ha t ? "
Stud ent— " Oxide of beef." Professor looks
anxiously around for an eraser;— Ex.
Probabl y no one so full y realizes the hollo wness of life .and human ambition , as the man
who ladles a spoonful of horse-radish into his
mouth , under the impression that it is ice-cream*
r
.• ' ' .
— EX.
• Professor— " What is f r a u d ? " Student—
" Taking willfu l advantage of a person 's ignorance." Professor— " Give an examp le." Studen t— " Why-er-er-one of your examinations."
. — Ex. .
" I want to get a dog 's m u zzle ," said a little
fellow entering a hardware store. "Is . it for
"your father ? " asked the cautions slom-heeper.
" No, of course it isn't ," repli ed the li ttle fellow,
indi gnantl y ; "it's for our dog."—Ex,
Profes sor of Political Science— " M r. D.,
suppose you discovered that a quanti ty of dynamite had been pl a ced beneath yoiuv diningroom , and that you were to be blown up at your
" usual dinner hour , what action would you take
to frustrate the conspirators?" Mr. D.— "I
should dine-a-mite earlier."—Esc.
Tho Fresh , sat in the gallery ,
At tho female minstrel show;
v

; .

'

"I'm too far bartk," ho sadly said,
In tones both soft and loMri
"I' m too ffti haok," he sighed again, •¦ '
But he could no farther go,
For he saw a bald professor 's head " .'
Loom up in the forwaid row .
—M.

Scene in .Social Science Room'. Professor
*«
— ,Gentlemen .will please close ' their books."
I

r

I

"<

T

After a lapse of a few moments, observing that
his polite command has not been obeyed , by
certain Juniors ^on the back row, he adds :
" Those who are not gentlemen will please close
their books."— Chaff.
Prof, (to class in History, who have j ust
struggled through a lesson from the hektograph)
— "B y the way, let me say ri ght here that it
will cost you from $1.50 to $2.00 apiece for the
printing of th ese lectures during the present
term." Small Whirlwind (excitedl y)— "Professor, would it cost any more to ha# them
printed so that we could read them ? "
Soph.— " Professor, why did Alexander call
his horse Bucephalus?" Professor— "I don 't
know, hut I shall do what I can to ascertain by
the next recitation , and that you . may have
something to employ your mind until that ti me,
I will ask you to be prepared to tell me the
name of the dog that licked the sores of Lazarus." Next recitation : Prof. —"Alexander called
his horse Bucephalus, because he was bullheaded. " Sop h.— " Not a correct answer, sir."
Pr of.—"Wh at, then , is your answer, sir?"
Soph.— " Because that was his horse's name.
[Laughter.] Now I am ready, Professor , to
answer your question." Prof.— " Wait until I
give you ten on the other. Now, proceed."
Soph.— " The name of the dog was Moreover,
because the Scri pture says : ' Moreover , the d og
came and licked the sores of Lazarus.' "— Ex.

PERSONALS.
__
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[Tho alumni are earnestly solicited to furnish items
for this column].

' 42.
Rev. H. V". Dexter, D.D., died at Bald winvill e, M ass;, Jul y 23d , aged 69.
' 65.
W. H. Lambert is Superintendent of Schools
at Everett , Mass.
'7 .1 . . . .
Rev. A. K. Gurney, missionary to Assam ,
has returned to his field of labor.
. ' 7 2;
Rev. H. W. Tilden was,, installed pastor at
**
Hy de Park, Mass., Sept. 11th .
" ' -' '.
' 78. ,.
Prof. Nathaniel Butler, Jr., of the University of Chicago, visited - Maine this summer,
and preached at Augusta'an dj eisewtjere.
,
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Married.—In Peterboro , N. H., May 30,
1884, J". O. Tilton, M.D., of Lexington, Mass.,
to Miss Hattie French .
E. H. Smiley has been appointed teacher in
the Springfield , Mass., High School .
' 77.
Joh n M. Foster has entered upon a theological course at Newton Theolog ical Institution.
'78.

Rev. F. J. Jones has closed his pastorate at
No. Kingston, R. I., and accepted a call to Iowa
City, la.
'80 .

Ernest F. King, M.D., of Washington , D. C,
was married in Camden , August 26th , to Miss
Helen M. Wood of Camden.
' 81 .
F. M. Preble has received a call to the
church at Framingham , Mass.
Frank D. Bullard has removed to Pasadena ,
Cal., to engage in teaching.
' 82.

G. L. Dunham has been appointed assistant
in the high school at Portland.
W. W. Andrews has been elected princi pal
of the Center St. Grammar School at Portland.
H. S. Weaver is princi pal of the hi gh school
at Albion .
W. C. Phiibrook has entered upon his duties
as p r inci pal of the hi g h school at Waterville. ,
'83.

0. D. Ed munds has been clerk at Hotel
Belmont , Old Or chard Beach , during the past
season. He will soon resume his studies at the
Har vard Medical School.
W. R. Whittl e is princi p al o f the E l lswor th
Hi gh School .
P. I. Merrill , wh o has been leaching in New
York t he past y ear , is now: prin cipal of the
.public schools in Virgini a City, Montana.
Henry H. Manser was ordained past or of
the Baptist Church in Barre , Mass., Jul y 8th.
B. J. Hinds is teaching at Paris Hill, Me.

Miss S. A. Curtis is principal of the Normal Department of Waj'land Seminary* Washington , D. C.
Henry Kingman is at the theological seminary in Hartford , Conn.
J. L. Dearing is principal of the high ' school
at Deep River, Conn.
Burtt , Cummings, and Mathews are at Newton Theological Seminary. .
Miss Nellie A. Bragg is assistant in the
Auburn Hi g h School .
C. S. Estes is teacher of Latin and Greek
.
at Houlton Academy.
E. E. Mclntire is teaching at Clinton.
'8 5 .
H. G. Mank of Amherst, James Monahon of
Dartmouth , J. H. Lord - of Brown , and Miss
Frantie Webber of Boston University (all formerly of Colby, '85), have been in town recently.
F. W. Her rick (formerl y of '85) has purchased a steam launch , which he has placed on
.
Lake Maranocook .
' 86 .
(formerl
y of '86) has enJ. F. Bickmore
tered Amherst, '86.
E. E. Parmenter (formerl y of '86) has resumed his studies with '87 .
J. K. Plumme*' is at his home in Houlton ,
on account of ill jiea lth.
A. W. Smith is in a hardware store in
Ch i cago, 111.
C. S. Wilder (formerly of '86) has entered
he theolog ical .seminary at Bangor.
'8 7.

A. H. Brainard , who was inj u red in the gymnasium last fal l, has re covered an d resumed his
studies with '88.
S. 0. Brooks has entered Amherst , '87.
H. M. Moore is teaching at Milo.

The large st ob servatory dome in the world

is being made in Cleveland for the University
of Michi gan. It weighs ten tons and has a
diameter of forty-five feet four inches at the
base.
»84.
Prof. Doug las , of the University of MichW. K. Clement has gone to Germany to pur- igan , amuses arid amazes his classes by charg ing
sue a thre e years' course at the University of a suspended copper plate heavily with elecv
Leipsic.
tricity and producing a miniature cyclone, funJ.-O. Keith is learning the -carpenter's trade, nel-shaped, and whirling with sufficient velocity
in Waterville, preparatory to. his " stud y of to catch up pens , pennies and p ith-balls from
* ¦ '¦ ¦ ' ¦ ¦ ¦ '¦ ' ¦ ¦
¦¦
¦
' : ' !fr ' 'l ' • ".' , , *-.
architecture,
offatable. ; ' ' . . . \ '• ' "
. '' . .•
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LITERARY

To-Day." Many of our readers will dissent from it
while they will admire the force and . ability of the
a uthor 's logic. Francis Galtou 's "Measurement of
Character " and Prof. Proctor 's " Upright Man " are
clean, light , scientific papers. Among other articles
of special , interest are "Personal Reminiscences of
Charles Reade," by John . Col em a n ; " Berlin in 188,4."
(concluded from our last) ; "Fernando Mendez Pinto ,"
by P. R. Head ; and " Golden-Brown ," by Richard ;
Jeflferies. A capital satirical story from Blackwood's
is enti tled " Tommy. " Readers of every taste will
find something to please them in this number. E. R
Pelton , New York. $5.00 per year.
Lippincott's comes with the following contents for
October : "Along the Pictured Rocks," a pleasant
and fin ely illu stra t ed ar ticle on th e pictured r ocks of
La k e Superior , by D. D. Banta. A short poem, entitled "A Twili ght Reminiscence ," 'by Philip Boivrke
Marston. John Coleman gives the concluding paper of
"Personal Reminiscences of Charles Reade." Elizabeth G. Martin appears with a short story, " Headstrong. " "A School Without Text-books ," is of considerable interest to educationists. There are several
other finely written articles, besides the continuation of
the serial ," A Week in Killarney, " by th e " Duchess."
Philadel phi a, J. B. Lippincott & Co. $3.00 per annum.
The Outing and Wheelman, for October , makes a
pre tty substantial claim to our notice. A finely
executed frontispiece first attracts our notice. Then
follows "On and Off the Lancaster Pike," by J. Howe
Adams, finely illustrated. Frank D. Sherman gives
us a poem "To a Dandelion ." "A Quaint Little
Maid " begins with this number. Thomas J. Kirkpatrick follows with " Tents for Canoeists," illustrated
by his own drawings . Also , " Browsing and Nibbling, "
by Maurice Thompson , " A Search for the Border
Ruffian ," by F. A. Ober. An article of professional .
character on " Timing Races " is given by R. F.
Foster. Other articles of more or less Interest go to
make up an extraordinarily fine number. Boston ,
The Wheelman Co. $2.00 per year.
Captains of Industry, or Men of Business Who *
Did Something Besides Making Money. A book' for
young Americans. By James Parton. This book
gives short sketch es of the lives and successes of prominent business men who have done much to better the
social condition of the laborer. Boston , Houghton ,
Mifflin & Co. $1.50.

NOTICES .
*

'
¦

According to Edwin Alden & Bro. 's (Cin cinn ati ,
0.,) American Newspaper Catalogue for 1883, there
are 14,867 newspapers and magazines published in the
United States and the British Provinces. Total in
the United States, 14,176 ; in th e British Pr ovi nces,691 ; divided as follows : Dailies , 1,357 ; Tri-Weeklies,
71; Semi-Weeklies, 168 ; Sundays, 295 ; W eeklies , 10,975 ; Bi-Weeklies , 39; Monthlies , 1,502 ; Bi-Mon thli es, -26 ; Quart erlies, 83 j showing an increase over
the publications of 1883 of 1,504. The greatest
increase has been among the Weekly Newspapers of a
political character (?) while it has been least among
the class publications. The book is very handsomely
^gotten up and contains some 85D pages, printed on
h eavy book paper , elegantly bound in cloth. It will
be sent to any address, prepaid , on receipt of $1.50.
The Magazine of Art f or October contains six fallpage engravings iu the best style of the wood engravers '
art. The frontispiece is from a painting by W. Q.
Orchardson recentl y exhibited at the Grosvenor
Gallery. It is called "The Farmer 's Daught er " and
is in his most attractive manner. The next page
plate . is a homely scene , " Th o Eiv al Grandfath ers,"
from the painting hy J. R. Eoid. Lionardo 's famous
head of Christ is reproduced in fac-similo from the
original in the Brera, and is of itself worth the price
of a year 's subscription. There are pictures occasionally published which it is hard for the general public
to understand , but the language of this portrait is
unmistakable; it appeals to every one. '• His Eminence's Birthday ," from the painting by Frappa, is of a
very different class. It am uses us and that is something to be thankful for. Fenerstein 's touching
picture "Alsatian Pilgrims ," aud " The Ministers .
Crardon ,'7 by Cecil Lawson
, complete the 'list of more
of this
number. The reading
important subject^
matter of the number is instructive and entertaining,
rand profusely illustrated. The Magazine of Art has
more than earned the name of "the loading Art
Magazine in America." Cassell & Company (Limited),
New York . Subscription $3.50 a year.
The Atlantic for October comes with its usual rich
bill of fare to tickle tho intellectual palate. It
contains chapters xix. and xx., of S. Weir Mitch ell's
story "In War Time ," " The Battle of Lake George ,"
by Francis Paikman , a poem by Dr. Holmes , together
•*¦with other articles of scientific and educational interest ,
among which " Southern Schools and Colleges ," by
Charles Forster Smith , deserves especial mention.
O. K. NBLSON ' &.OO.,
Boston ; Houghton , Miff lin & Co. $4.00 per year.
Wholesale and . Retail Dealers In
The October issue of The Eclectic will commend
itself heartily to our renders in its; happy diversity of
grave aud gay, giving us , as it does, the . choicest
articles from the foreign periodicals. Prof. J; R.
stoves , ban gi-es and furnaces, plain ,:
.Seeloy's paper on •' Goethe " is a vigorous exposition
stam ped and japanned *j in-wabb ,
of the character and influence of the great German
poet. A singularly strong article is thaj by Luoien
ME,
Uovse Block, Ma¦ in Str eet ,
WATB^ VULB
Wolf, entitle4 ^ What 'Is Judaism ?, A Question of ¦ Williams
'
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RICHMO ND

S/ Ci M A R S T O N ;

Strai g ht Cut No. 1

•^Ready-Made & Custom Clothing, ^

'

..

DEALER IN

MEN'S, YOUTHS', AND BOYS»

GENTS ' FURNISHING GOODS. Suits made to order from
Sawyer Woolens , at short notice ; flt guaranteed.
A fall line of Shirts. Don't forget the place.
Plaisted Building:, Main Street, Waterville, Me.
1-10

CI&AMBTTBS.
CIGARETTE SMOKERS WHO ARE WILLING TO PAY A LITTLE MORE FOB
CIGARETTES THAN THE PRICE
CHARGED FOR TEE ORDINARY
TRADE CIGARETTES, WILL
FIND THE

~

Richmond Straight Cut No. 1

Richmond Straight Cut No. 1
ON EACH OIGABBTTE , WITHOUT WHICH NONE
ARE GENUINE. BASIEJ IMITATIONS OP THIS
BRAND HAVE BEEN 3*UT ON SALE, AND CIGARETTE SMOKERS ARE CAUTIONED THAT
. THIS IS THE OLD AND ORIGINAL BRAND,
AND TO OBSERVE THAT EACH PACKAGE OR
BOX OP

* f|Muioit H $tpaifkt (;iit -^igaFeMep *
BEARS THE SIGNATURE OP

Manufacturers,

OF THE

',.

'
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J. ' JT. M s @M M§ W B:*

FINE Dl^IGft PEHEHjaEJS <f TOILEf j3.
Opp. Post-Office , Waterville 3 Maine.
. 1—10
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T HE S ErlTlf lEL

iltlti

itliU lt
l
i
V IJMp.-jJJIi

fi P'4 1$ V $ J$ *f , T $' 1 IT ft

Nos. 10* and 21

Dunn Block ,..

- - MAINE .

WATERVILLE ,

fusf M fritttoft Sp*ltfr
OF ALL KINDS.

•

Bichmand Gem, Opera Puflfe, and Little Beauties
Cigarettes, and Richmond Gem Curly Out, Old
Rip Long Out, and Biohmond Straight
Out
Bionda
of Smoking
¦ Tobacco.
¦ ¦¦
¦
¦¦ ¦ ¦ '
;/ ;
¦¦

¦¦;. ¦' . i-?' ,:

. ' " ' E.: M. MARSTON; Proprietor. .

PROMPT A TTENTION TO COLLEGE WORK

R I C H M O N D , VA.
ALSO M A N U F A C T U R E R S

Work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction . Students .
will please apply for. reduced rates.

CIGARS, CIGARETTES , & SMOKERS' ARTICLES.

THEY ABE MADE EROM THE BRIGHTEST , MOST
DELICATELY FLAVORED, AND HIGHEST COST
GOLD LEAP GRO WN IN VIRGINIA, AND ARE
ABSOLUTELY WITHO»UT ADULTERATION OR
DRUGS.
WE USE THE GENUINE FRENCH
RIOB PAPER, OP OUR OWH DIRECT IMPOR:
TATION , WHICH IS MADE ESPECIALLY POR
US, WATER MARKED WITH THE NAME OP
v
THE BRAND,

ALLEN &* GINTE R,

MARSTON'S BLOCK, ¦WATERVILLE .

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY YOUR

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.

¦

NE W TROY . LAUNDR Y,

THE SEf lTWEL , $2.00 f ER, Y5/(R.

Moore &; Moore; Prop'i-s, r -
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